Aerie Audio-Visual Notes
We have focused on providing our guests a state-of-the-art communications and audiovisual environment at Aerie. With seven flat screen TVs, high speed internet, Sonos
sound system, and the main social gathering spots wired for sound, we think that even
the most discerning audiophile will be satisfied!
There are three dedicated areas for digitally differentiated, channeled surround sound
associated with TV viewing. The main living room flat screen TV is supported by a
sound bar. The back den/TV room is wired for six speaker surround sound, as is the
main upper master suite, the Dolphin Room. These rooms will present the differentiated
sound on any program chosen which is capable of same.
Industry leading Sonos sound supports the social areas. There are two separate Sonos
amplifiers/controllers for upstairs and downstairs which are controlled from a dedicated
I-pad mounted on the wall next to the kitchen TV cubicle. From this I-pad you can select
from a number of Pandora stations and control separate or same selections to both top
and bottom floors. The I-pad is dedicated for this use only.
One controller supports the sound for the first floor. It is powered by an amp in the front
bedroom (must be on for sound), which also has a plainly marked control box enabling
the speakers in the labeled areas. This amp has been set at -4 decibels on volume and
should be checked at that level prior to engaging speakers. Use speaker volume
knobs for volume control. The amp is plainly marked for Sonos operation as well your
phone/pad/pod sound. A power cord is available to connect your pod/pad/phone to the
proper amp channel for personal playlists, etc. Turn amp off when not in use.
Each area has a separate volume control for its dedicated speakers. The front bedroom
control is on the entry wall to the room. The bottom porch speakers control is on the
inside, right side of the main entry door. The back deck control is next to the door
leading to the back deck and pool. The living room/dining room speakers knob (2 sets)
is located on the inside wall of the left entry to the dining area. The kitchen speaker
control is located to the right of the entry to the kitchen on the inside wall. All controllers
are marked at mid-range and should not be initially powered above that level to
keep from damaging the speakers.
The upper amp is located on the shelves at the top of the stairs. It controls sound for the
orange master and the deck. If desired, you can select Sonos channel for upstairs prior
to activating amp. The Dolphin Room has it’s own A/V controller. The volume control for
the upper porch is to the right of the door in the main hallway. The volume control for the
master is to the left of the doorway as you enter the room. The amp should be left at
marked mid-way volume and the speakers controlled by their volume knobs. Both are
appropriately marked as the detailed downstairs units. Turn amp off when not in use.
PLEASE REMEMBER AND RESPECT CURFEW HOURS RE: OUTSIDE MUSIC
PLAY. POLICE PATROL REGULARLY AND THE FINE IS $500.

